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Risk Assessment In The Nuclear A&e
This paper is presented in the spirit of the stated intentions
for the Workshop on Comparative Risk Assessment; Woods Hole, Massa-
cusetts; March 31-Apr1l 4, 1975. A brief discussion of several
topics is provided in the hope of stimulating further consider2tion
in the area of "risk assessment". Included are observations,
experiences, clinical impressions, and speculative thoughts
reflective of, the writer's growing interest in this relatively
new field of scientific inquiry. A particular methodology for.
quantifying the perceived "risk" of various environmental ｨ ｩ Ｇ ｩ ｬ ｺ ｾ ｲ ､ ｳ
and/or technological advances' is proposed. A more detailed and
comprehensive approach to many of these issues is the·aim of the
author after his apfointment as Research Schol.r with the
collaborative International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis-
International Atomic Energy Agency-Project (Vienna., Austria) in
June, 1975.
The Emergence of a Science of "Risk Assessment'lt
Perhaps the place to start is the beginning. When was it
and under what circumstances did the scientific ｾ ｯ ｭ ｭ ｵ ｮ ｩ ｴ ｹ begin to
concern itself with the question of "risk assessment"? What is first
reqUired to deal with such a question ｾ Ｌ ｓ an adequate definition
of the termot concept. "Risk assessment lt has been viilriously
defined .8 " ••• the identification, ･ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｭ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｌ and evaluation of
the threat potentisl of environmental htilzard." (Kates, 1975) or
ii.S st8ted by Otway (1974) " ••.measurement of the uncert.inty
connected with undesireiilble effects Qssoci2ted with a specific type
. ,
!
* a ｰｾｰ･ｲ submitted by Philip Dale ｐ ｾ ｨ ｮ ･ ｲ Ｌ M.D. for the
Workshop on Comparative RiRk Assessmer:.t; Inte;'-mrl.tion.l
Council of Scientific Unions; S.C.O.F.E.; 'i.Joods Hole t Mass.;
ｾ ｡ ｲ ｣ ｨ 31-April 4, 1975.
Aphorisms ApproprLate' for an Atomic Age
-Bombs or reClctcrs? ｾ Ｂ ｹ minG is pervGlcJed by :il v"gue ser:se of
mystification ••• over the ｬ ｾ ｣ ｫ of ､ ｌ ｻ ｦ ･ ｲ ･ ｮ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｵ ｮ between the
rc,;cefu1 ;.nd milit';ry ;i'tom th,t I h"ve often detected in ｰ ･ ｯ ｾ ｬ ･ Ｇ ｳ
thinking - L.ur. Fermi
-A fHilrilGOX h2s emer[ed. Let me l'ut it simply. After G<l certain
ooint hils been ｰ ｡ ｳ ｾ Ｇ ］ ､ Ｌ the worse thinf<' get, ｴ ｾ Ｚ ･ better. The
bro.;ld effect of tlle 1.. test development (speoi/1< ing of thermonuclear
war f ,;,]re) is to ｳ ｾ Ｑ ｲ ･ Ｚ ｩ Ｉ ､ c.llmost indefinitely, or .. tIe;,] Rt to • gre.. t
extent, the ｩ ｬ ｲ ･ ｾ cf mortill ､ ｾ ｮ ｧ ･ ｲ ••• Then it might well be thet,
by a process of sublime irony, we ｳｨｾｬｬ ｨｾｶ･ ｲ･ｾ｣ｨ･､ ｾ stQge in
this story where ｳ ｾ ｦ ･ ｴ ｹ will be the sturdy child of terror, ar.c
surviv.1 the twin brother of ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｨ ｩ Ｑ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｬ ｬ Ｎ - ｾ｜ｩｮＮ｣Ｚｴｯｮ Churchill
- ••• the new technology resulted in _ ｴｲ･ｭ･ｦｪ､ｯｵｾ growth of cult,Jre
in its ｩ ｮ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｬ ｳ ｴ ｾ ｧ ･ ｳ Ｎ But in effecting this ｡ ､ ｶ ｾ ｮ ｣ ･ _ seci.l
system W:il s ere,; ted th.t eventu.lly cur:,ed .. ｮｾＧ ｣ｯｮｴｾ ined the
technological system in such Oil WOi.Y _5 to l!ring Frogress virtue. j 1y
to a stop. - leslie ｾ ｨ ｩ ｴ ･ ' .
-What I am ｳｵｾｾ･ｳｴｩｮｧ is that our percef'tions of Hiroshim••re
the begir;ninr-s of new dimensions of t 1 jought .. l)(·ut life and
death. - Rebert J_y Liften
-"It is not the convention hut the fear
Th;. t ｨｾ s the tendency to dis.ppe.lru '.' H Aud
- ＬｾＮＮＮ en
-Ideas th.,t we are a..Wiilre of are c .. fled conscious. A ｧｲＺＬｾｴ deal of
wh4Jt is described as mood comes from ideaR th;:;t exist lind operii>.te
berle.th the threshold of ｣ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｣ ｩ ｯ ｵ ｳ ｮ ･ ｦ ｳ Ｎ the whole conduct of our
lives is const .. nt1y influenced by subconscious ideas. - Sigmund Freud
-Any new interpret.tion of nO/ture, whether .. cif:covery or Oil theory,
emerges fir st in the mind of cne or ell f e\-.' individuals. It is t:ley
who first le.. rn to see sceince .nd the world differently. How
Wire they .;b1e, whet ｭ ｵ ｾ ｴ they do, to convert t!1e enti.re profession
of the re1ev..nt professicn@l SUbgroup to their way of sLeing
science ｾ ｮ ､ the world? - ｔｨｯｭｾｳ Kuhn
-We ｣ ｾ ｮ demonFtrfte th;t there Bre ｣ ･ ｲ ｴ ｾ ｩ ｮ values for ｨ ｵ ｭ ｾ ｮ life
ｾ Ｂ ｨ ｩ ｣ ｨ eIIre not m;ltters of orinion but which are biologicGll1y
deter;"ined. If we do vio1er,ce to these ｩ ｮ ｾ Ｉ ｬ ｊ i1 t v.lues, tole disorder
our lives, as :,!,:rsons, .;IS rroups, as n.. tions .;;nd as a world of
humozn beings. - Ashley t-Iont ... gu
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of activity." The impetus for the research and develorrnent of
this new scientific endeavor seems to have emerged from two
different camps. There are those investifators who ｨｾｶ･ been
interested primarily in the risks imposed by a wide variety of
environmental hazards such as ･ ｡ ｲ ｴ ｨ ｱ ｵ ｾ ｫ ･ ｳ Ｎ tornadoes, volcanoes,
etc. Their work has extended to the measurement of the "real"
and "imagined 1t risks perceived by individuals or populc>tions
exposed to such threatening events. Concurrently there hCiS
been a rapidly expanding group of scientists who have been
.concerned prim,;,rily with the· potentially &tdver se t unde sireiilble,
or destructive effects of our ever-proliferating science and
technology. Here the focus has been not so much on the threats
of our natural surroundings, but ｲ ｾ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ on those man-made
products which appear QS endangering.
｜ ｾ ｩ ｴ ｨ regard to the question posed by the fermer group of
scientists: it is probably the case that since the dawn of humankind
Homo sapiens has ｭ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｴ ｡ ｩ ｮ ･ ､ a wary consciousness of the perils
of his environment. It must have been one of those fortuD_te
｡ ｾ ､ yet necessary mech..,nisms. that slowly evolved in our stoop-
shouldered, low-browed ancestors ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ accounted for their ･ ｖ ｅ ｮ ｴ ｾ Ｎ ｬ
.
survival and our existence. The question of the intrinsic safety
of the world around us posed in such queries 41S: "is the w..ter
s.fe to drink?" is one of universal and probably ･ ｴ ｾ ｲ ｮ ｡ ｬ import.nce.
It seems though ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ the major thrust for the intense interest
in the concept of the "assessment of risk lt he:.s come from those
individuals and groups concerned with the dangers ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ man has
brought upon himself. Over the past several dec.des there has
been an emerging ｾ ｷ ｡ ｲ ･ ｮ ･ ｳ ｳ of the power, prestige, political-
socia I-psychologies 1 impact of the science-technolof.:y complex.
Science, ｾ ｳ a ｭｯ､･ｲｮＭ､ｾｹ institution ｾ ｮ ､ enterrrise. seem& to
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be providing the ｎ ｩ ･ ｴ ｾ ｳ ｣ ｨ ･ ｑ ｮ Nirvana ｾ ｨ ｡ ｴ everyone had imagined.
There has been an unlimited growth into ｾ ｲ ･ ｡ ｳ only rreviously
envisioned of in science fiction tale£. The age of space travel,
laser beams, washing muchines, genetic ｭ ｾ ｮ ｩ ｰ ｵ ｬ ｡ ｴ Ｑ Ｐ ｮ Ｌ electric
knives, the eradication of the major infectious dise.ses, the
conputerization and transistorization of communication- this
awesome Dge is'upon us. As neted by John Pliiltt, " •••we Ulre on
the steeply rising S-curve of change". He estimates ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ in the
past one-thousand years we have ｩ ｮ ｣ ｲ ･ ｾ ｳ ･ ､ our speed of communici<tion
hy a factor of 107 , the speed of travel by 10 2, and the increase
in our populations by 10 3 • Clearly, in the ｭ ｾ ｧ ｮ ｩ ｴ ｵ ､ ･ and in the
rate of proliferation of this beast called Science, ｾ ｡ ｳ developed
a propensity for complications which only a prescient few envisioned.
Many of our inventions and "time- savexs", in whose ｢ ｾ ｴ ｨ ｳ \ole now
ｬｵｸｵｲｩｾｴ･Ｌ have ｣ ｵ ｴ Ｍ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｩ ｰ ｾ ･ ､ the social institutions, and moral-
ethical systems we need to properly evaluate their ｰ ｬ ｾ ｣ ･ in our lives.
Certainly the whole notion of "risk" must arise in this context
and it is therefore no great wonder that we find so many now
interested in such an examination.
There are two other brief points to be made about the emerg1nce
of a science of "riAk assessment". The first concerns the gradual
change in perspective we ｳ･･ｾ to be witnessing among scientists
themseh'es as to the potential soci ... l, moral, and ethical • side-
effects' of their researchs into these new frontiers. Perhaps
what is being experienced is a ｱｵｾｳｩＭｲ･ｶｯｬｵｴｴｯｴＱ of the type
described by Thomas Kuhn in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
A shift in perception or a change in ｰ ｡ ｲ ｾ ､ ｩ ｧ ｭ among the members of
the scientific ccmmunity as to what they conceive as legitimate
ｰ ｲ ｯ ｢ ｬ ･ ｾ ｳ .nd ｳ ｴ ｾ ｮ ､ ｡ ｲ ､ ｳ is whpt constitutes the revolution. There
are historians who argue thQt the history of science records a
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continuing in the rr.aturity and refinement of man's concepticn
of the nature of science and its direction. One such development
may be the emergence of a science of ･ ｶ ｾ ｬ ｵ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ the benefits and
risks of science itself. Too long this has been the sole purview
of the poet, philosopher, and psychologist.
The second point to be made regarding the new science of
"risk assessment" comes from the study of man and his civilizi.:tion.
ｗ ｨ ｾ ｴ are the historical precedents for the apparent increase in
resistance and opposition to ,technology evicent in today's Western
societies? The widespread ｣ ｨ ｾ ｬ ｬ ･ ｮ ｧ ･ to ｩ ｮ ｮ ｣ ｶ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｮ observed in
out-spoken individuals, interest-groups, and counter-culturil
movements surely ｨ ｾ ｳ been witnessed Qt other times, in other
socieities, in other cultures. As Leslie White so cle.rly develops
in his text The Science of ｃ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･ ｾ e::;;ch new Technological
Revolution Ｈ ａ ｾ ｲ ｩ ｣ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｡ ｬ Ｌ ｉ ｮ ､ ｵ ｳ ｴ ｲ ｩ ｾ ｬ Ｌ Atomic) h.s resulted in a
tremendous growth of culture in its initial stages. In ･ ｦ ｦ ･ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｾ
this adv.nce a social system has been created ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ ｨ ｾ ｳ eventually
curbed and contained the technological ｾ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｭ in such a way as to
bring progress virtually to a store One thus wonders that the
evolution of a concept of "risk assessment" might be such a sociol-
system spin-off. The assessment of the actual and perCEived benefits
ｾ ｮ ､ risks of science thus is interpreted as an expected, culturally
determined ｵ ｮ ､ ･ ｲ ｴ ｾ ｫ ｩ ｮ ｧ Ｎ What will be required to investig&te such
a possibility is an inter-disciplin.2ry, ｳ ｹ ｳ ｴ ･ ｭ ｳ Ｍ ｡ ｲ Ｎ ｾ ｬ ｹ ｴ ｩ ｣ aprreach
th.t addresses itself to miilny of the determinants of "risk", i.e.
technological, economic, socio-political, environmental, psycho-
logical, ｭ ｯ ｲ ｾ ｬ Ｍ ･ ｴ ｨ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｬ Ｌ etc. Hopefully, collaboration and interchanpe
among those involved in such ｾ ｩ ｳ ｣ ｩ ｲ ｬ ｩ ｮ ･ ｳ will ｦ ｡ ｣ ｩ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｾ ｴ ･ the ｲ ｲ ｯ ｣ ｾ ｳ ｳ
of ｭ ｾ ｫ ｩ ｮ ｧ rdtional decisions in the best interest of the community.
(Refer to "A Systems ａ ｮ ｾ ｬ ｹ ｳ ｩ ｳ Apprc.ch to Nuclear Facility Siting",
IIASA/IAEA Research Memcr.ndum ｒ ｾ Ｍ Ｗ Ｔ Ｍ Ｒ Ｙ Ｉ
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Alamogordo as Archetype
In keeping with ｾ ｮ inter-disciplinary, systems-Qnalysis
orientation, another eiJpproach to our understanding of "risk"
is that provided by the sccial scientist _nd the behavioral
scientist. ｉ ｾ ｣ ｬ ｵ ､ ･ ､ in this category are the sociologist,
social psychologist, psychiatrist, and the psychoanalyst - those
interested primarily in the emotional-cognitive ､ ･ ｴ ･ ｲ ｭ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｮ ｴ ｳ of
human behavior. It is -prarent to those directly involved in
Observation of ｩ ｮ ､ ｩ ｶ ｩ ､ ｵ ｾ ｬ ｳ and groups, whether in the sccial
laboratory setting or in the private practice of clinical
psychiatry, that there is mounting concern about the' potential
threats of our rapidly ｰ ｲ ｯ ｬ ｩ ｦ ･ ｲ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ culture. The concept of
"risk" on an individual level may i'pr:ly to a wide vilriety of
personal situaticns. A ch.nre in residence, an ｯ ｣ ｣ ｵ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｮ ｡ ｬ
promotion, ｩ ｬ ｬ ｮ ･ ｾ ｳ Ｌ economic recession, the ch-otic pace of life
may all be viewed as "risks" to our heillith and well-being. In
some ｩｮｳｴｾｮ｣･ｳ these changes may be ones prompted by our O\Yn,
independent decisions. Other ch.inges may be unplanned, fortUitous
occurrellces ("the slings and arr.ows of outrcgeous fortune").
For example, _ person's decision to change his job, ｢ ｾ ｳ ･ ､ on
ｷｨｾｴ he perceives ｾ ｳ the subsequent benefits and risks, m.y be
a venture which influences his physical and emotional equilibriu7.
The de2th of _ close relative, an event which 1s beyond his
capQcity to prevent, may likewise impose ｾ "risk" to his health
ｾ ｮ ､ productivity. In either ｣ ｾ ｳ ･ Ｌ there seems to be an ｩ ｮ ｣ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｳ ｩ ｮ ｧ
ｾ ｷ Ｎ ｲ ･ ｮ ･ ｳ ｳ of such changes on our lives. Concurrently, there
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has been increasing interest in the potential positive and
negative outcomes of our decision-making process. To the
behavioral scienti8t it is ; curious note th.. t there ｩ ｾ this
escalating preoccup.tion with the notion or concept of "risk"
on an intra-psYthic. personal, individual level. What arguments
might be forwatded to help account for such _ ubiquitous soci.l-
..
ｰｳｹ｣ｨｯｬｯｧｩ｣ｾＱＬ［Ｇｰｨ･ｮｯｭ･ｮｯｮＱ
ＺＡＺｃｾｾＮＬｾｾＶｩｹ one m.. jor determinant to the "risk" perceived by
...','"; " \r· ｾ ..Ｌｾ［Ａ
ｩｮ､ｩｶｩ､｜ｩｾＧｲＧＸ in our current time is related to the effects of the
'technological revolution' of the Nuclear Age. With the intro-
duction of nuclear energy we entered a new era of concern about
the power and perils of science. This is not to minimize the
obvious impact of j;revious scientific-technological revolutions
on the prevailing life-style and ･ ｾ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ soci.l institutions.
Rather, as nearly as we can tell. there wcas a more ｧ ｲ ｾ ､ ｵ Ｌ Ｑ Ｑ
assimilation of the new technology into the culture in these
previous generations. In p.rt b?cause of the ｳ ｯ ｾ ｨ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ
.. nd efficiency of our modern-day communic.. tion systems, nearly
everyone in the world w.s made aware of the birth of the Nuclear
Age, and rapidly. A new form of energy was heralded in through
its military, war-time utilization and we all came to know of it
in a rather frightening m6nner. ｾ ｨ ｾ ｴ was made manifest for the
first time, on such a universal scale, was that science was car_bIe
of producing a truly .. ｭ｢ｩｶｾ･ｮｴ beast - one whose ｰ ｯ ｴ ･ ｲ Ｎ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｬ
benefits were purported and whose risks were only too evident.
Science, the great provider of leisure, ple.sure .nd profound
expect.tLons could r.ow be seen .5 the ｣ ｲ ･ ｾ ｴ ｯ ｲ of ｾ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｨ ｌ ｬ ､ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｮ Ｎ
In the event this discuss Lon has become teo ｰ ｲ ｯ ｳ ｾ ｩ ｣ Ｌ too rhetorical,
or too anthropomorphizing of science, please perrr.it _ ｢ｲｩ･ｦ､ｩｧｲｾｳｳｩｯｮＮ
,
· .7.
July 16 of this year will mprk the thirtieth 'anniversary'
of the detonation of the first atomic device at Alamogordo,
New Mexico. There was, in the early rr.orning hQurs, a sudden,
blinding flash, a white-out followed by a billowing gray-red-brown,
immense mushroom.. shaped m.ss th.t .rose fr.om the dry desert floor.
ｓ ｱ ｵ ｾ ｲ ･ miles ｯ ｾ ｆ Ｎ ｲ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｵ ｬ ｾ ｴ ･ ｭ ｾ ｴ ｴ ･ ｲ were hurled into the stratosrhere.
Then there was ｾ scorching heat, wind against the face, a dull
and thunderous roar, a seeming ly end 1ess tremor. It was perh.r s
in this brief moment, acute and awesome as it was, ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ the potenti.l
"risk" of scientific ｾ ｵ ｲ ｳ ｵ ｩ ｴ .was fully ｲ ･ ｾ ｬ ｩ Ｗ ･ ､ Ｎ ｗ ｨ ｾ ｴ had only
IRonths before been ch.lky formulae on ciusty ｢ ｬ ｡ ｣ ｫ ｢ ｯ ｾ ｲ ､ ｳ ｷ ｾ ｳ now a
converted reality - an awareness of the potency of man's inquisitive-
ｮ ･ ｳ ｾ Ｌ ingenuity, and intellectual fervor. Wh.t ｩ ｾ advanced as
premi!=ie is that this singulc,r experience may represent .m archetYral,
universal symbol for our age .mcl for these to CO:lle.
It is indeed unfortunate and yet striking that there should
be so little ｩ ｮ ｦ ｯ ｲ ｭ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ or ｲ ･ ｳ ･ ｾ ｲ ｣ ｨ in this area. Despite thirty
ye.r's experience with this "rrimal scene" ｾ ｮ ｾ ｾ Ｑ Ｑ of its
ramifications ｲ ｾ ｮ ｦ Ｎ ｩ ｮ ｧ from the destruction of ｈ ｩ ｲ ｯ ｳ ｨ ｩ ｭ ｾ .. nc ｾ｡ｧ .. s.ki
to· above-[round :nd ｵ ｮ ､ ･ ｲ Ｍ ｧ ｲ ｾ ｵ ｮ ､ testinp, the ｲ ｲ ｣ ｬ ｩ ｦ ･ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｮ of
ｮ ｵ ｣ ｬ ･ ｾ ｲ weaponry and rocketry,· M11Vs ｾｮ､ SALT,etc. the study of
its impact on the Ｂ ｅ ｶ ･ ｲ ｹ ｭ ｾ ｮ Ｂ ｾ ｳ ｹ ｣ ｨ ｯ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｹ ｨ ｾ ｳ been Ihrgely neglected.
Gr.nting the public re.ction to nucle.r energy in its early ye.rs,
the Ban-The-Bomb movement in Brit.in during the 19505, isolated
incidents of ｯ ｲ ｾ ｯ ｳ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ to thermonuclear testing in the Pacific,
the general feelings and fears ｲ ･ ｬ ｾ ｴ ･ ､ to the destructive aspects
of nucle_r technology gradually disappeared from view. It has
taken another international crisis for these concerns to surf.ce
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once ag.in. As rower, co ｔ ｾ ｭ ｩ ･ ｾ Ｌ enerry cop;missions, ..nd feCen.1
governments ｰ ｬ ｾ ｮ for the ｷ ｩ ､ ･ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ ｲ ･ ｯ Ｎ Ｑ ､ exp<:nsicn of nucl car power
facilities to meet cur growing €i erf)' dcm.,lr,ds, the res[,onses to
this perceived "risk" on ｩ ｮ ､ ｩ ｶ ｩ ､ ｵ ｾ ｬ Ｌ group, and ｳ ｯ ｣ ｩ ･ ｴ ｾ ｬ levels
becomes more _pf';irent. (This prob! em is of rarticular interest
to the ｉ ｮ ｴ ｴ Ｚ ｲ ｩ ［ Ｎ ｴ ｾ ［ nal Institute of Arr·lied Systems An.lysis, Energy
Grou!" - Intern.tic::al Ato:-TIic Energy Agency froject). i·l.my of the
developers of the peace-time usc of ｮ ｵ ｣ ｬ ･ ｾ ｲ ･ ｾ ｾ ｲ ｧ ｹ h.ve ｲ ･ ｾ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｾ ｲ ･ ､
"surprise" at the tremendous public outcry to the siting of nuch'ar
power plants (see Haefele, 1974). ｾ ｨ ｾ ｴ is even mere surrrising
however, is ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ iii review of thirty ye.lilrs rese;;rch elnd iivOlil ... ble
literature in the social ｾ ｮ ､ behavioral ｳ ｣ ｩ ･ ｮ ｣ ｾ ｳ fiils to uncover
more thiln il few salient stuclies of the cO-.lim(;nly held beliefs,
attitudes, ｦ ｡ ｮ ｴ ｾ ｳ ｩ ･ ｳ Ｌ fears Ｎ ｾ ､ ficts ｲ Ｈ ｧ ｡ ｲ ､ ｩ ｮ ｾ nucJpar enerfY.
It is not ｭ ･ ｾ ｮ ｴ ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ this issue be ｭ ｾ ､ ･ B topic of ･ ｸ ｾ ｧ ｧ ･ ｲ ｾ ｴ ･ ､
obsession, but r.ther that the question be raised of \ow·hether or
not ,,",'e might gOil in deeper, richer ilisi Fht s into the v,1hole .. rea of
"risk assessment" by ex.mining the perceptions surrouncinf this
ｰ ｾ ｲ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｵ ｬ ｾ ｲ ｰ ｲ ｯ ｢ ｬ ･ ｾ Ｎ The ｯ ｾ ｲ ｯ ｲ ｴ ｵ ｮ ｩ ｴ ｹ is ｣ ･ ｲ ｴ ｾ ｩ ｾ ｬ ｹ rresenting ｩ ｴ ｳ ｾ ｬ ｦ Ｎ
Some :nentioli she-uld be m.;:ue of those ｾ ･ Ｚ ｔ ｬ ｩ ｮ ｾ ｬ wcrks th t .. re
ｾ ｶ ｾ ｩ ｬ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ in the scientific literature rel?tinr to the sccial-
psychologica 1 imp ｬ ｩ ｣ Ｎ ｾ ticns of nuel e.r ･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｾ ｹ Ｎ In. 110\0,7 c 1", ss ic.l
study of the ｈ ｩ ｲ ｯ ｳ ｨ ｩ ｭ ｾ victims by Robert ｊ ｾ ｹ Lifton, ｄ ･ ｾ ｴ ｨ in ｬ ｩ ｦ ｾ Ｌ
several imrortant metaphysical iEsues are explored. His intervieWE
of the "hib.kusha" (exrlcsiou-Oi:ffectec persons), e:1iployir.g wh.:"t he
terms a modified ｲ ｳ ｹ ｣ ｨ ｯ ｾ ｮ ｾ ｬ ｹ ｴ ｩ ｣ technique, ｲ ･ ｶ ･ ｾ ｬ many of the
pervOilsive effects of this psychohistoric.l ｣ Ｎ ｬ ｾ ｩ ｔ Ｎ ｩ ｴ ｹ Ｎ The obviouS
inlti.l, traum<3tic physical sequelae; the l.ster, perhap; ［ ｮ ｾ ｲ ｣ fe,,,red
"A-Bomb ､ ｩ ｳ ･ ｾ se" resu I ting from the invi si ble riilC ｩｾ tior.; the·
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intense sense of loss; abandonment, ｾ ｮ ､ guilt experienced by the
survivors; and ｭ ｾ ｹ ｢ ･ most important of ｾ ｬ ｬ Ｌ the profound effect
on relipious beliefs, social institutions, anc the collective
psychology. Of ｰｾｲｴｩ｣ｵｬｾｲ interest is the point Lifton develops
regarding the inability of the survivors to Ｂ ｭ ｾ ｫ ･ sense of" their
tragedy. The existing belief systems, social consciousness, and
ｾ
psychological structure were such as to prohibit any Ｘ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｭ ｩ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ
of the experience. The reaction was one of ｭ ｾ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｶ ･ _pathy, withdrawl,
and hopelessness. A later extension of this study is provided by
lifton in History and Human Survival. Here the ･ ｭ ｰ ｨ ｾ ｳ ｩ ｳ is on ｴ ｾ Ｉ ･
･ ｶ ･ ｲ Ｍ ･ ｸ ｴ ｾ ｮ ｴ fear of ｡ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｨ ｩ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ and the degree to ｷ ｾ ｩ ｣ ｨ it
influences the collective, contemporary psyche, Ｌ ｾ ｲ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｵ ｬ ｡ ｲ ｬ ｹ
the effect on the universal myth of immortality that has been an
integral part of ｭ ｾ ｮ Ｇ ｳ existence. An a;nazing insight is gained)
tooJin the observdtion ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ Lifton's original study was ｵ ｮ ､ ･ ｲ ｴ ｾ ｫ ･ ｮ
seventeen years after the exrlosions; up until ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ time there
h.d been no systematic, scholatly attempts to study the social-
psychological effects of the bombing. ｾ ｬ ｯ ｳ ｴ reports had teen
fragment.ry, technically-oriented, by and l.rge inconsequential,
and ｴ ･ ｮ ､ ･ ｾ to shy away from the ｨ ｵ ｭ ｾ ｮ misery and sufjering.
Recently, another ｰ ｵ ｢ ｬ ｩ ｣ Ｎ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ has briefly touched on sirnil.r
tupics. Edwin S. Shneidman in ｄ ･ ｾ ｴ ｨ ｳ of Man deQls witli ｭ ｾ ｮ ｹ of
the determinants for the currently popular preoccupation with
death and dying. In a chapter entitled ｬ ｾ ｾ ･ ｧ ［ ｾ ･ ｟ ｴ ｨ Ｚ ｃ ｨ ｩ ｬ ｾ ｲ ･ ｮ of
the ｾ ｵ ｣ ｬ ･ ｡ ｲ ｆ ｾ ｭ ｩ ｬ ｹ Ｂ Ｌ he reports th_t ｬ ｾ ｲ ｧ ･ numbers of his students
at V.C.l.A. and Yale, in _ ｳ･ｭｩｮｾｲ on de.th and cyir.g, are
ｾ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｶ ･ ｬ ｹ conscious of fantasies and fears they harbor ｾ Ｚ Ｚ ｯ ｵ ｴ ｮ ｵ ｩ ｬ ･ ｾ ｲ
Ｎ ｮ ｮ ｩ ｨ ｩ ｬ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｎ He feEls ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ their fe.rs should not be dismissed .
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as "sdolescent nonsense". Studies of such attitudes, ｶ ｾ ｬ ｵ ･ ｳ Qnd
beliefs should be intensified to help in our ｵ ｮ ､ ･ ｲ ｒ ｴ ｾ ｮ ､ ｩ ｮ ｧ of the
less visible effects this force ｭ ｾ ｹ exert on evolving psychologicQl
structures, ｣ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｾ ｬ myth-making, philosophicQl systems, ｾ ｮ ､ on
our future.
One wcnders ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ the emergence of a concept such ｾ ｳ "risk
assessment" is but a par.llel of the thQnatologic_1 aUra of our
times. The pervasive knowledge of Fotentiil .nnihil_tion, the
control of ｾ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｨ is. in the h.nds of Q few, invisible men, cannot
help but have directed our atteDtion to the meSHing of our own
life ｾ ｮ ､ de.th. The benefit ｾ ｮ ､ risk, the good and evil, the
positive alid neg.tive of a multitude of endeavors is likely to
come under closer scrutiny as a result of the Nuclear Age.
The Problems of the Measurement of "Risk"
As mentioned previously, the develor-ments in the ｲ Ｎ ｵ ｣ ｬ ･ ｾ ｲ Ｌ
engineering, oaero-sp.llce, biomedic ... l sciences ho'Pve EreoOitly out-
distanced the ｣ ｾ ｆ ｡ ｣ ｩ ｴ ｹ of the secisl and ｢ ･ ｨ ｾ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｲ ｑ ｬ sciences
to determine the full imp;;ct of t:lese OiIdv•.l'1ces on our lives.
As a ｲ･ｾｵｬｴＬ when those in government or ｴ ｾ Ｌ ｯ ｳ ･ associated with
the scientific-technologic.. l est.,bliRhmert turn to the beh.Nior.l
ｳ ｣ ｩ Ｈ Ｇ ｮ ｴ ｩ ｾ ｴ for answers to complex ｳ ｯ ｣ ｩ ｩ ｩ ｊ ｬ Ｍ ｰ ｦ ｬ ｹ ｣ ｨ ｣ ｬ ｣ ｾ Ｎ ic.l y,uestions
he is often ｨ ｾ ｲ ､ Ｍ ｲ ｲ ･ ｳ ｳ ･ ､ to provide ｾ ｄ ｹ ｴ ｬ Ｑ ｩ ｮ ｧ more than an opinion.
So toe, when these interested in ｴ ｾ ｬ ･ llle .. sure:nent of tlrisk" OilS
perceived by individuals or popul.. tiol1s, Iilsk the psychologist .nd
psychiatrist for definitive procedures, tests, end methodologies .
there is often an embarrassing reply. ｉ ｴ ｾ ﾷ ｬ ･ hrve very little to offer."
Another obvious problem for the ｳ ｯ ｣ ｩ ｾ ｬ Ｍ ｢ ･ ｨ Ｒ ｶ ｩ ｣ ｲ ｧ ｬ sciences is
the inherent iffi!1recision of the "tcJols" of their tr_ue. The
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multiple determin:;:nts cf humiln behGlvior do not 1':'110 ｴｨ･Ｚｮｾ･ｬｶ･ｳ
as ･ ｾ ｳ ｩ ｬ ｹ to the rrEcislon, ｲ ･ ｰ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｢ ｩ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｹ Ｌ 2nd reliability of
measurement found in m.-:them.tiCR ｾ ｮ ､ rhyslcs. It is for this
ｲ ･ ｾ ｳ ｯ ｮ perh2ps ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ the scciologist pnd psychologist ｾ ｲ ･ viewed
askFnce by the!r "more scientific" colleagues. The purely
ｨ ｾ ｭ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｣ arproach needs to be balanced a bit with a chest of
"tools" and ｲ ｮ ･ ｾ ｳ ｵ ｲ ｩ ｮ ｲ devices ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ will lend greater credence
to some of the rich, insightful contributions ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ psychology
and psychi,:,try ｨ ｾ ｶ ･ to of fer.
One of the more reliable methocologies ｡ ｶ ｡ ｩ ｬ ｾ ｢ ｬ ･ to the
researcher into human attitudes and values is th.t deriving
from the area of rsychometrics. The ｾ ｡ ｧ ｮ ｩ ｴ ｵ ､ ･ estimation
sc,;,le is a method for assigning a magnitude to various items
thRt was ｯｲｩｾｬｮｾｬｬｹ develored for ｵ ｾ ･ in psychophysics - the
study of the psychological perception of the quality, quantity,
magnitude and intensity of ",hysical phenomenon. T:-11s sUbjective
assessment of the observor plotted ｣ ｧ ｡ ｩ ｾ ｳ ｴ the physical dimensiol.
being perceived (length of object, intensity of sound, ｢ ｲ ｩ ｾ ｨ ｴ ｮ ･ ｳ ｳ
of l1ght, number of objects,'etc.) provides a relLo:ble delineation
of man's ｾ ｢ ｩ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｹ to quantify ｣ ｾ ｲ ｴ ｡ ｩ ｮ of his experiences. This
technique was established and refined by 5.5. Stevens oDd his
｡ ｳ ｳ ｯ ｣ ｩ ｾ ｴ ･ ｳ in the ｰ ｳ ｹ ｣ ｨ ｯ ｾ ｣ ｯ ｵ ｳ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｳ ｬ ｡ ｢ ｯ ｲ ｾ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｹ ｾ ｴ Hirvard.
This process for quantifying human perception hdls been
adapted to study beh*vior.l responses, opinions, ｶ ｾ ｬ ｵ ･ ｳ ｾ ｮ ､
attitudes. Of ｆ･ｩｲｴｩ｣ｵｬｾｲ note is the work of Thcmas Holmes,
University of ｾ Ｎ ｊ Ｇ ｩ ｩ Ｑ ｳ ｨ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｴ ｯ ｮ Medical Center, Seattle, ·..·lasllington.
His ｲ ･ ｳ ･ ｾ ｲ ｣ ｨ into the area of life change ｾ ｮ ､ ｩ ｬ Ｑ ｮ ･ ｾ ｳ ｳ ｵ ｳ ｣ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｩ ｊ ｩ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｹ
resulted in the ､ ･ ｶ ･ ｬ ｯ ｲ ｾ ･ ｮ ｴ of the ｓ ｯ ｣ ｩ ｾ ｬ ｒ ･ ｾ ｲ ｩ Ｑ ｵ ｳ ｴ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ Rating
Scale. Here a scale w.s devised for .ssessing the perceived
•
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"adjustment'" required for a viiriety of life ch<ilnges (m_rri"<,ge,
death of ｳ ｾ ｯ ｵ ｳ ･ Ｎ ｣ ｨ ｾ ｮ ｧ ･ in occuration. parking ticket. etc.).
There has now emerged a growing interest by anthropclgists.
social ｰ ｳ ｹ ｣ ｨ ｯ Ｑ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｳ ｴ ｳ Ｌ ｢ ･ ｨ ｾ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｲ ｡ ｬ scientists and physicians in
this lurticular method of me.o.lRuring attitudes. ｈ ｾ ｮ ｹ of the
completed ｳ ｴ ｵ ､ ｾ ･ ｳ in these disciplines demonstr.tes a high degree
of cross-study, cross-cultural correlation. As envisioued by
Otway (1969). this scale and technique are now being .dapted to
the "as8essment of risk", The quantific.tion of the perceived
desireabi1ity or undesir0ability of a number of scientific-
technological advances has been instituted and further studies
are in progress (Fahner. in ｰ ｲ ･ ｳ ｾ Ｉ Ｎ There are likely as yet
undiscovered methods for ･ ｘ ｆ ｾ ｯ ｲ ｩ ｮ ｧ this most relevant aJ:d
intrigu ing study of "risk as sessmel1t". Hopefu lly, internat iCi10i 1
seminars and workshops such as thoit pl<.lnned for ｾ Ｇ ［ ｯ ｯ ､ ｳ Hole. Mass.
will promote a ｾｲ･ｾｴ･ｲ ｵｮ､･ｲｳｴｾｮ､ｩｮｧ of and stimulus fer ｲ ･ ｳ ･ ｾ ｲ ｣ ｨ
into these problems.
The Risk of Risk ａ ｳ ｳ ･ ｾ ｳ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ
There ... re a good miilny questions ｾ ﾷ Ｌ ｨ ｩ ｣ ｨ ,ilre likely to be:
f,voic;ed and rema in ｵ ｮ ［ ｾ ｮ ｳ ｷ ･ Ａ Ｇ ･ ､ t<7hen researchers ｾ Ｎ ｩ ･ ｧ ｩ ｮ to
inveFtigcte ｨ ｵ ｭ ｾ ｮ values ｾ ｮ ､ attitudes. For ･ ｸ ｾ ｭ ｲ Ｑ ･ Ｌ what .re
the intentiofls of those intere'ted in ｵ ｾ ｳ ｳ ･ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｮ ｧ the risk" perceived
by individuals and Eroups? A fH:'rhaps remote an:dopy iR dr .. wn
from the author's experience. In the ｰ ｲ ｾ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｣ ･ .nd process of
rsychother2py one encounters the concept of "rlsistance". This
is generally viewed as the ｾ ､ ｴ ｩ ･ ｲ Ｎ ｴ Ｇ ｳ unconscious ｾ ｶ ｯ ｩ ､ ｟ ｮ ｣ ･ of
unpleAisant memories and .. < sociatior;s - the perceived Ｂ ｲ ｩ ｳ ｬ ｾ ｬ ｴ .
of uncovering the repressed ｭ ｾ ｴ ･ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｬ of his ｐ ｾ Ｕ ｴ Ｎ In this c. se
the therapist hopes to ｾ ｲ ｯ ｭ ｯ ｴ ･ the ｭ ｾ ｴ ｵ ｲ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｮ ､ ･ ｾ ｯ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｡ ｬ well-
being of the ｩ ｮ ､ ｩ ｶ ｩ ､ ｵ ｾ ｬ b" interpreting the Itresistc.;nce" in .In
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emp... thic, surportive lri;nmer. The deci.sion ｾ ｳ to Nhether or net
these conflicts will be pursued or ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ ｣ ｨ ｾ ｮ ｧ ･ in ｄ ･ ｨ ｾ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｲ is
. implemented is the decision of the individuiil first, finally _nd
foremost.
In examining the "risks" th.. t indiv,iduals einU popuLritic•• s
J'ereeive witl; rego;rd tc the ｲ ｲ ｯ Ｈ ｾ ｵ ｣ ｴ s of m.m· 5 invent iva technology
we must take C.re not to undermine critic.-! ｒ ｯ ｣ ｩ ｾ ｬ Ｍ ｰ ｯ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｣ ｟ ｬ
ｾ ｲ ｯ ｣ ･ ｳ ｳ ･ ｳ Ｎ Often times the scrutiny of the "resist.nee" rosed by
sRe.,cia I interest grou1"s, revolution.. ry :novemcnts •.md the like, ｳ ･ ｾ ms
. _ . i
to serve t!1e interests of those f .. voring t'1e ｣ ｣ ｮ ｶ ･ Ｚ ｬ ｴ Ｑ Ｐ ｮ ｾ ｬ viewpohlt.
, I
It is ｩ ｭ ｲ ｯ ｲ ｴ ｾ ｮ ｴ ｴ ｨ ｾ ｴ ｾ ｵ ｣ ｨ questions be closely ｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｩ ､ ･ ｲ ｾ ､ ｾ ･ ｛ ｣ ｲ ･
ｩ ｮ ｦ ｯ ｲ ｭ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ would je unknoy,'ingly provided to governmenta,l o.lge;lcies
Ｚ ｾ ｲ to the sciefitific-t,cchnclorical ･ ｳ ｴ ｾ ｢ ｬ ｩ ｳ ｨ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｇ :lS a Ul4L:l1S of
influer;cing ;""ublie Of iinion or the delOocr .. t ic, dec isior.-:niJking ;,rccess.
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